
Sinjimoru B2 Stick-On Wallet making 
Your iPhone or iPhone case into 
iPhone Wallet Case, iPhone Card Case 
and iPhone case with a card holder for 
iPho

Product Description The Sinji Pouch Series Developed in 2011, Sinjimoru 
introduced the world's first stick-on wallet and by strong demand it has released it 
in various lines and colors? - Sinji Pouch Basic 1: The original line consisting of 7 
colors, made with elastic fabric and suede. - Sinji Pouch Basic 2: 14 colors, elastic 
fabric and PU leather. - Sinji Pouch Basic 3: 12 colors, elastic fabric and PU 
leather. - Sinji Pouch Denim: 3 colors, elastic tricot denim, suede, and printed 
patterns. - Sinji Pouch Denim Classic: 3 colors, elastic tricot denim, suede and 
printed patterns. FAQ - What is the difference between the Sinji Pouch series from 
Sinji Pouch Case series? TheSinji Pouch Case is a protective clear case integrated 
with the Sinji Pouch. It has been released for theiPhone 5 / 5S,iPhone 6,iPhone 6 
Plus,Galaxy Note 2 andGalaxy Note 3.

Product Details Sales Rank: #1933 in Cell Phone Accessories Color: Black Brand: 
Sinjimoru Dimensions: 3.54 h x .20 w x 2.36 l,.2 pounds Features Can store up to a 
maximum of 10 credit cards, due to the high quality elastic fabric used. Sticked on 
the flatback of any Smartphone or its Protective case, Sinji Pouch makes it turn 
into Purse, Money Clip, Wallet for men, Wallet for Women, Card Holder, Credit 
Card holder and Credit Card Case. 3M removable tape allows the Sinji Pouch to 
stick on strongly and easily be removed without any residue. Supports all 
smartphones which has a flatback, with enough size to fit a credit card such as 
iPhone 6 / 6 Plus / 5 / 5s / 5c / 5 / 4 /4s, Samsung Galaxy S5 / S4 / S3 / S2, Galaxy 
Note 4 / 3 / 2 / 1, LG G3 / G2 / Optimus series, Nexus 6 / 5 / 4, HTC M8 / EVO / 
Desire / Sense, iPod Touch , Sony Xperia and much more! Sinjimoru's Sinji Pouch 
is the world's first Stick-On Wallet! 



This is awesome.I previously had the CM4 case but they didn't make one for the 
iPhone 6 Plus yet.I got the regular apple case, stuck this bad boy on it, and it's 
awesome.My wife got one too and loves it.It holds lots of cards and doesn't get 
stretched out like leather.Put it towards the top of the phone, not the bottom, so 
that when you lay the phone on it's back it tilts down towards you rather than away 
from you. Really happy with it. 

I feel like an idiot for not buying this first before purchasing multiple cases that 
integrated a credit card holder in to it.no case is the jack of all trades, and this 
Stick-On Wallet solves that problem. my wife has an otter box because she's 
chasing around two kids all day or at the gym or running errands quickly, so 
protecting the phone is priority #1.and now she won't be forgetting her ID or her 
credit cards with this. me, i travel 5-6x per month and i need an extended battery 
most times.but i hate fumbling for ID and credit card at the airport, and then a 
hotel, and then a rental car counter.but i always have my phone in my 
pocket.problem solved. buy 3 of these like i did.iPhone and iPad have them stuck 
on. you never know.reading the kindle app at the pool, need your hotel key.... 

First, very important: Do not buy white color. I have been using this for over two 
weeks. Here are my observations: (1) With four cards, the elastic is pretty tight and 
in the past couple of weeks it never lost its elasticity (2) I put my company key 
card, metro card and credit cards. Love the convenience: I don't have to take my 
wallet out to enter my office or get on a train. (3) I am using this on the plastic 
bumper of my 6 Plus and the adhesive holds very strongly. (4) It is very light 
weight and hence doesn't feel heavy like other card/wallet cases. (5) As other 
reviewers mentioned, the white color get dirty pretty quickly - and - it becomes 
really ugly. (6) Note that when you have more cards, it is tricky to take the cards in 
the middle or back because all of them are at the same insertion depth. (7) iPhone 
will lose its overall look. This product is more for utility that aesthetics. See all 271 
customer reviews...

More Information (Sinjimoru B2 Stick-On Wallet making Your iPhone or 
iPhone case into iPhone Wallet Case, iPhone Card Case and iPhone case with 
a card holder for iPho)
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end up being helpful. And desire Now i'm an area of having you obtain a 
exceptional solution.Having said that, I hope that product reviews regarding this 
Sinjimoru B2 Stick-On Wallet making Your iPhone or iPhone case into 
iPhone Wallet Case, iPhone Card Case and iPhone case with a card holder for 
iPho  develop The amazon website.com will wind up being useful. And expect I 
am just a section of supporting you to get a top-quality system. You will have a 
review and expertise type listed here. I am wanting you can ensure and buying 
Sinjimoru B2 Stick-On Wallet making Your iPhone or iPhone case into iPhone 
Wallet Case, iPhone Card Case and iPhone case with a card holder for iPho
immediately after see this greatest product reviews. You are going to be handed a 
encounter and review type here. I am wishing you are going to assure Evaluation 
Sinjimoru B2 Stick-On Wallet making Your iPhone or iPhone case into 
iPhone Wallet Case, iPhone Card Case and iPhone case with a card holder for 
iPho. right after check this out most effective ratings You could end up astonished 
to observe how handy this system may very well be, so you can feel good 
recognize that it Sinjimoru B2 Stick-On Wallet making Your iPhone or iPhone case 
into iPhone Wallet Case, iPhone Card Case and iPhone case with a card holder 
for iPho is one of the well known product in currently. 

Title :Sinjimoru B2 Stick-On Wallet making Your iPhone or iPhone case 
into iPhone Wallet Case, iPhone Card Case and iPhone case with a card 
holder for iPho

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

Sinjimoru B2 Stick-On Wallet making Your iPhone 
or iPhone case into iPhone Wallet Case, iPhone 
Card Case and iPhone case with a card holder for 
iPho Review 

Should be aware of Before Buying Sinjimoru B2 Stick-On Wallet making 
Your iPhone or iPhone case into iPhone Wallet Case, iPhone Card Case and 
iPhone case with a card holder for iPho On the web: 

This all Has with sellers for us in order to teach yourself on a popular on the 
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internet individuals throughout the world. Click this link for in which very retain 
stores. Have reviews by buyers with purchased this name Merchant ought to 
consist of integrity Have obtained element item. Confirm a while of delivery. 
Moreover that you Places. And also the worth of shipping and shipping and 
supply. Technique to invest in products solidly. including Credit standing reviews 
cards. Have vote buyer and rating testimonies. Have cost and compare price 
suppliers.Read More.......
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